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Key Features:

 ClearPlan Dashboard - Powerful visualizations  
 and filters allow stakeholders to quickly   
 assess the progress of all, some, or individual  
 goals.  Our dashboard also shows future  
 action items.

 Plan Manager - Based on market best   
 practices, our 3-level planning framework   
 enables you to easily create and maintain   
 clear, powerful plans.

Let’s face it, creating a plan requires a lot of work. The last thing we need is to 
struggle with the tools needed to build it, like Word, Excel, and PDF. It’s time to 
modernize and bring our plans to life quickly and easily.

ClearPlans goes well beyond making it super easy to collaborate and embody 
plans. Almost as important as the initial plan is keeping it up to date – and 
ClearPlans provides capabilities to do so.
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 Flexible Collaboration - Assign team members   
 to one or more parts of your plan, establish  
 update frequency and send reminders to    
 contributors automatically.

 Budget Allocation - Connect your plan to specific   
 funds to determine the impact, identify gaps, and  
 communicate clearly with constituents..

 Optimized Publication - Our flexible publishing   
 capabilities deliver professional-looking websites,  
 complete with mobile & ADA optimizations, and PDF  
 documents. Constituents can also request email   
 alerts for any changes.
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1. Create

3. Manage

Build your plan with a 

flexible framework
2. Execute
Put your plan in motion

Action on insights from powerful reporting

Budget Cycle Management Suite

ClearPlans is part of ClearGov’s 

integrated suite of cloud-native 

financial products that is 

complementary to ERP/accounting 

systems and helps local governments 

streamline their budgeting process.

Note: ClearPlans will be publicly available on August 1, 2023
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